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Canetti dismantles politics as a pathology, treats society as a mental activity, and must be deciphered. —Susan Sontag - Elias Kanetti (1905-94) won the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1981. His writings include novels, Otto da-Pe, and three memoirs, Tongue Free, Torch in My Ears, and The Play of Snow. Farrar, Strauss, and Bored note that this article
contains a list of regular references, but remains almost unverified because of the lack of enough inline citations. Please help to improve this article by introducing more accurate quotations. (July 2020) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) first edition (publ). Claassen Verlag' Crowd and Power (German: Mass und Macht) is Elias Canetti's
1960 book about the dynamics of the crowd and the pack and the question of how and why the crowd obeys the power of the ruler. Canetti draws parallels between judgment and paranoia. Daniel Paul Schürrev's memoir is also analyzed by the implicit criticism of Sigmund Freud and Gustave Le Bon. The book was translated from German to English by Carol
Stewart in 1962 and published by golans. It is notable for its unusual tones; Although it is extensive in its menopause, it is academic or academic in the traditional way. Rather, it reads like a manual written by someone outside humanity explaining to other outsiders how people form mobs and manipulate power in concise and very metaphorical language.
Unlike many nonfiction writing, it is very poetic, angry and poetic. Questioner's effect is a feeling of enhanced power. He enjoys this and as a result asks more and more questions. All the answers he receives are submissions. Individual freedom consists mainly of having a defense against questions. The most blatant dictatorship is to ask the most explicit
questions. [1] This work is still important for insight into the upheavals of Eastern Europe that can be understood within the framework of Carneti's. [2] Showing the growth of the crowd and their power sought by the power of the nation. Note ^ Crowd and Strength, p. 285 ^ Keith (2004), p.730 Bibliography Brill, Leslie: Terrorism, Crowds and Strength, and
Dogs of War. Anthropological Quarterly 76 (1), Winter, 2003: 87-94. Canetti, Elias (1984). Crowd and strength. ISBN 0-374-51820-3. Honnes, Axel: The Perpetuation of the State of Nature: To the perceived content of elias canetti's crowd and power. Tessis Eleven 1996 45: 69-85. Keith, Andre: Does mass psychology renatural political theory? It's about the
methodological ingenuity of the crowd and the power. European Heritage: New Paradigm 9 (6), 2004: 725-738. McClelland, John: A place of power with the crowd of Elias Canetti in the history of Western social and political thought. Tessy Eleven 1996 45: 16-27. Phillips, William: The history of the sofa. New york Books of Books, Books 1, Number 1,
February 1, 1963. Found at no one was quite sure what to do with it when it first appeared. Published in German in 1960, The Crowd and Power of Elias Canetti (Masse und Macht) is the culmination of decades of research and reflection on the inner workings of humanity and the social expression of nature. Born in 1905 and raised in England and Germany,
Kanetti himself, a Bulgarian secular Jew, lived through two of the most dazzling and deadly combinations of the 20th century. For example, you can expect an extended meditation on fascism theater, and a group exhibition will take place at a rally in the 1930s. You can expect a re-evaluation of capitalism victories in the post-war era - a clumsy era in which
crowds gathered, and the power is increasingly transferred from what William H. Whyte sang in his 1956 book Organized Man. Instead, Canetti's book begins with dark anthropology. It opens by claiming that the fear of contact , namely the unknown hand - controls most of this human behavior and, in turn, the tendency for crowd formation is in need of
controlling the individual body within mass. The expanded advance into African society and mythology, long quotes from old field work in distant forests, and the level of psychoanalytic generalization, today, seems unrealistic. Translated into English in 1962, the book was generally embarrassing. William Phillips, writing in the first issue of the New York
Review of Books in February 1963, was suspicious: the book was so extravagantly blurred well ... The person is actually impressed and put on his guard instead. Instead of providing an analytical description of the ruler and the ruler, Carneti presents a web of illustrations, associations, and parables in Philip's idiom. In this sense, he wrote a poem. But the
problem is that it's a bad poem. Phillips may have been extreme, but he wasn't alone. The academic response was similar. In March 1964, Alan Grimshaw of Indiana University evaluated the annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Sciences. He likes Canetti's opening Gambit, but finds that long reflexes are embarrassing: interspersed with
braces on these main topics, there is speculation that cannot be tested as in wild and psychoanalyst inventory. History has been mixed. The 1980s saw a new fascination with mob theory and mob behavior (J. S. McClelland's 1989, from Plato to Carneti, to witness the mob and mobs). The 18th-century scholar Terry Castle discovered 1986 books, masks and
civilised materials from 18th-century English culture and novels. Even the 1981 Kanye Nobel Prize in Literature didn't seem to do much. Award Some members of the controversial Swedish Academy resigned, and the Associated Press stressed its importance in 1994's obituary: Canetti won the Nobel Prize in 1994 when the Swedish Academy tried to attract
unknown local owners to a global audience. But now, these faint Hungarian critics Have been silenced by a collection of essays titled The Arrest of Láóslzlo Földényi, Dostoyevsky burst into tears reading Hegel in Siberia. Although it was published in English this year, the book collects a variety of essays from Hungarian publications over the past half century.
The final chapter nods the crowd and power to one of the most important books of the 20th century. Reviewing the mixed reception on the occasion of the 50th anniversary (the essay first appeared in 2010), Földényi considers an a scholarship rather than a life-changing work of life, with a pounding vitality and transforming anthropology into a kind of
metaphysical interrogation. Földényi sees as embodying the essence of the twentieth century, bringing together the urge to synthesize a kaleidoscope, a changing set of shards, not so much as a whole, where experience is integrated. In Poldeni's hands, the crowd and power emerge as a book of aesthetics. It creates tones, evokes moods, plays in
languages, and provides an emotional guide to see the history of human social conflicts. As I read Földényi, I do not understand or believe less than what we should do with it. It is designed to create a sense of wonder and give it to us, and to us, to affirm the power of human wonder. In a section titled The Entrail of Power, Poldenni sees Canetti reworking
the old trophies of body politics. The crowd swallows. The world is digested. And in the end, in the words of Földényi, the relationship between man and his feces is a metaphor for the function of power. Why did you get caught up in accepting this strange, long, strange organized book? I believe that the current crisis in the United States energizes that
argument. The crowd and power provide a profoundly foresighted formulation. We're not just alive and watching, we're watching the crowd swarming, angry voices and bodies shattered, and watching the things of our government unfold all their way. Canetti's book is that it can help us clarify the powerful and primitive nature of this moment. It helps to explain
the events we are witnessing and how we witness them. It helps us to ennouns our response to leadership that has been described as fascist in that trend over the past four years. And finally, it gives us a way to narrate our own experiences about strength and resistance – how to make pain meaningful. I've always believed that we tell the story and
understand things. To explain ourselves to ourselves and others. Canetti's book can put off modern readers. As an anthropologist of imagination, he pales in addition to Franz Boaz. He honestly says a lot of weird things about the national population. Any book with a book titled Schizophrenia Negativity or Pre-Emotional and Change among Bushmen is likely
to surprise at least a few potential browsers in bookstores. Nevertheless, I would like to take the tone and power of this book seriously in a way that explains where we are, where we are, where we are, and where we are, and therapeutically. The fundamental argument of the crowd and power is that people are afraid. The book begins with Canetti's most
primal expression of fear: there is nothing more afraid of man than an unknown touch. That fear motivates the rise of organized societies. We live in a home to minimize contact with unknown carneti claims. We wear too much clothes to protect us from elements, but we protect us from each other. Canetti argues that this fear can only be lost in the crowd. As
soon as a man surrenders himself to the crowd, he is not afraid to touch. Ideally, everyone is equal; The distinction is not counted, even of sex. In the crowd, then, the social hierarchy disappears. All equally, at some point, the crowd seems to have reached an important mass, size, and moment, where the urge to dismantle the hierarchy of power is no longer
the inner sense of security of the crowd, but the external purpose of the action. The crowd especially loves to destroy homes and things. For what? The destruction of an expressive image is the destruction of a hierarchy that is no longer recognized. This is a statement to me that distills the logic of crowd violence into meaningful action. The key to power is to
manipulate the expressive image of control. Destroying these images is moving a handful of power from a few to many. In those moments, the crowd is like a besieged city, and as in many sieges, they have enemies in front of the walls and enemies in them. The crowd develops a rhythm that comes out like an ancient dance with kanetti's pounding feet and
singing voices. As with all dances, this dance is performed through symbols and symbols, and for Carneti, the first of the symbolic actions of the crowd is setting fire. The crowd that was there when running in the fire is now strongly fascinated... All kinds of flames have a magical effect on men. The privacy of the stove becomes a burning street community.
Reading this book is about participating in fear and release. Canetti gives the reader a sense and agrees that the effect of the book (and one of the reasons for the sheer length and loose tissue) is emotional. However, I do not agree that this effect is positive. For me, Carneti wants us to get lost. He wants us to feel strange, lonely, and sick with his greedy
readings and his mighty readings. Research. Cherry can be easily chosen to pick up a small proverb from this book. It's easy to scan an optional quote that you can almost hang as an embroidery sampler on top of local news. But it is difficult to digest all of this, and that is the point. The book becomes a crowd scene of its own. When you decide to turn the
page, it empowers the storyteller. It's no surprise that Canetti spends too much time on human hands. It appears as the first instrument of power, from his reminiscent paleontology, to the first instrument of power, the first vessel, which gets us from the tree to the savannah. The first use of the hand is an act of violence, he says. We attack impulsively. But
how did Carnetti learn patience with his hands? How did the fingers of the hand become sensitive? These are the questions behind human creativity, and they simultaneously return us to the opening hole of fear of touch while expecting a closed movement for creation and dismantling. In an extended meditation on the place of masks in human culture, Caretti
presents both masks and masked hands - not only the creators of shapes that hide their faces, but also remove the masks and show us what the very body parts are. And as Canetti recognizes, hand is not enough. Knives, guns, and batons are all on the extension line. Learn how masked protesters raise their hands. See how the hand meets with a stick.
Canetti's book ends with a reflection on the power of command. It's not just that one person can control another. The logic of command is that there is the power of the hand through physical politics. Commanding is to give or order through the hands of latin commandos. For Carneti, the real fear comes from the power of bombs. This is something that
individuals can manipulate. It is in his hands. Even without the threat of total destruction, Carneti recognizes that the scariest thing is to give commands. Command... It's more than just a halt to the death penalty. [The commander] always feels threatened, whether he is in danger or not. He is never free from the deep, hidden need to see the ranks of his
people thin. The anxiety of the command increases to him until it results in a calamity. But it would have sunk countless others before the plague overtook him. Every reader concludes a quote stretoto today to find that it is designed to use other people's words for reading. But it would be fictional to hold a quote and show relevance. In our current leadership, it
is easy to see a menacing commander thinning the ranks of his people and engulfing him in disaster. It would be too simple for Canetti to use his remarks about crowds and fire to explain why the city is burning. But the hands that light up are holding the book. Canetti's body logic is always the logic of reading. It is a human presentation Try to understand
something, try to hold something meaningful in your hand, and in the process, act accordingly. Hands learn to form letters, carry pens and paper, scan books, hold books as lips move, and learn patience. Learn patience in the library as Canetti's hands flip the pages of old journals and forgotten memoirs. Hands learn patience by typing, trying to put words on
the page (or screen) and trying to understand in scary gifts - if I could just record it, it would be safe. The crowd and power are far more destructive than Földényi imagined, or than the initial reviewers notice. This book will see how small and fearful you can be if you allow yourself to live in it. It is a book of beauty. But it's not only a book of horror, and perhaps
the most amazing moment of that story is a story of fire and destruction. The fascism of the mid-century rarely dealt with it, but what fascism pointed out was the aesthetic power of the crowd, and in turn there is a pervasive sense of how the maintenance of power lies in the guidelines that link political forces with perceptions of the beauty of destruction. This
understanding of the place of aesthetics in the maintenance of the rules may not be absolutely new (it was characterized by many of France's Elizabeth England or Louis XIV, just like Mussolini's Italy). But what's new is the perception that mass killings and rallies of the crowd can constitute the basic moment of strength and beauty. Fascism has always been
about aesthetics as much as it is about control. Mass assembly, uniforms, symbols, hand gestures - this was an expressive image of control. I think it's wrong to put a fascist next to Trump. There is no awareness of the aesthetics of control. There is no magnificent dramatic sense of oppression. Photo Ops is the same as rally. Watching these scenes of sad
optics, one comes with a triumphant impression of will to shoot back into a sock doll. Reading the crowd and power is to recognize how the urge to gather together in the crowd grows not only in solidarity of faith, but also in fear of contact with the other. It's the response to the crimes committed precisely through that touch: knees in the neck, hands on the
face. Groups can explode into fire. But it comes with protection from the unknown. For most protesters, hands have been taught patience. The most powerful thing that a hand can do is to create signs, not to set a flame or put a rock. The protest of this sign is no coincidence. Dc is to enlist hands with patience to write cardboard pieces or black life problems
along the streets of Washington. Push the elderly Underneath, the manual reveals how the violence on Manus still remains. My work of this material may seem like something superficial at the time of action. The work of resistance will be the work of many hands in many ways. Some will make signs. Some will write essays. Canetti teaches you to learn the
patience of your hands. Reach out and don't touch unwanted. But, instead, the shackles. Clasp.
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